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 A real-time voice recognition and marking system was developed in this study to 
automatically identify different voices of speakers.  A microphone array was installed for 
audio reception.  Pre-emphasis, framing and Hamming window, fast Fourier transform, mel-
frequency, and mel-frequency cepstral coefficients with processing times of 0.001, 0.305, 0.205, 
0.049, and 0.546 s, respectively, were used in the system.  The total processing time was less 
than 1.5 s.  Unique eigenvalues were obtained for each sound.  The results indicated that the 
proposed system, which is an example of intelligent recording, can be used to automatically 
record speech in meetings or during classes.  

1. Introduction

 With the rapid development of technology, smart applications are becoming increasingly 
popular, although available, fully automatic voice recorders are still not universal.  The objective 
of this study was to develop a fully automatic voice recorder.  A microphone array was used to 
temporarily store the audio data of speakers.  These data were used to calculate mel-frequency 
cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), which in turn were used to calculate the eigenvalues of sound.  
Unique eigenvalues were extracted for each sound.  Speakers were distinguished by comparing 
the obtained eigenvalues.  After comparison, the eigenvalues of each speaker were stored, and 
the speakers were then marked.  Storing the eigenvalues is convenient because each speaker can 
be marked quickly.  After marking the speakers, we listed the text spoken by the speakers using 
speech-to-text applications available on the Internet.  Therefore, traditional recorders can be 
eliminated in meetings.  A recording of a meeting can be obtained through this fully automatic 
technology.  This technology can also record notes during classes, thus dispelling worries of 
missing notes or losing them.  When this technology matures, it can be extended to numerous 
applications.  Section 2 provides a review of the related literature and methodology.  The 
structure of the system is discussed in Sect. 3.  The system design and experiments are detailed 
in Sect. 4.  Finally, conclusions are provided in Sect. 5.
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2. Literature Review and Methodology

 In speech recognition, the voice of a speaker is used to distinguish the speaker.  The human 
voice consists of sound waves that are generated by vibration in the vocal cords.  Waves that 
can be perceived by living beings are transmitted through air.  The main parameters of sound 
are frequency, amplitude, wavelength, and tone.  Frequency refers to the number of periodic 
vibrations per second, amplitude refers to the loudness of a sound, and tone is the waveform of 
a sound.  The speaker cannot be distinguished by amplitude alone because the amplitude may 
be the same for different speakers, whereas the frequency and tone of each person’s voice are 
unique.  The voice of an individual can be analyzed and identified through spectrograms and 
sound range analysis.(1,2)  Voice recognition mechanisms can be used to not only distinguish 
human voices but also instruments that emit sound.  In the training process, the playing of 
different instruments is used as the training material input.  After preprocessing, power spectral 
density, which is a feature to store data into a database through feature extraction, is calculated.  
These data are stored in a database, and features are applied to their linear superposition during 
the separation process.  Waveforms similar to the original waveform can be extracted by this 
method.  The results can be observed for different waveforms.(3)  

 The fast Fourier transform (FFT) method is used to quickly calculate the discrete Fourier 
transform (DFT) or inverse transform of a signal.  The FFT mainly processes the signal and 
converts the signal from the original time domain to the frequency domain and vice versa.  The 
FFT can swiftly decompose the DFT matrix into relatively sparse factors and is widely used in 
various mathematical and engineering calculations.(4–6)  The butterfly diagram obtained by the 
FFT is used for calculation.  The result of a smaller DFT can be combined with that of a larger 
DFT, and vice versa.  It is sometimes necessary to decompose a larger DFT into sub-transforms.  
Butterfly diagrams are used in the signal analysis.  A 32- or 64-bit butterfly diagram can 
be used to causally link bits to each other through a hash algorithm.  This can improve the 
randomness of some large random arrays.  Any bit change may change large arrays.(7,8)

 A butterfly representation of an FFT with radix 2 is depicted in Fig. 1.  The graphical 
explanation and formula are as follows:

Fig. 1. FFT butterfly.
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(1) In the Cooley–Tukey algorithm with a base of 2, the butterfly representation is just a DFT of 
size 2.  Because the size is 2, the input has two corresponding inputs (x0, x1) and two outputs 
(y0, y1), as expressed in Eqs. (1) and (2).

 y0 = x0 + x1 (1)

 y1 = x0 − x1 (2)

(2) Relative to the nth root at the beginning of the algorithm, when n = 2p input bases are 2, the 
algorithm for the real-time extraction of the FFT  k

nw  = e−2πik/n must use Eqs. (3) and (4) in the 
O(nlogn) butterfly form.

 0 0 1
k
ny x x w= +  (3)

 0 0 1 k
ny x x w= −  (4)

(3) The integer k depends on the conversion of the calculation.  The corresponding inverse 
performs the transformations w and w−1.  The inverse butterfly architecture can achieve the 
same effect, as shown in Eqs. (5) and (6).  

 ( )0 0 1
1 
2

x y y= +  (5)

 ( )1 0 1 
2

k
nwx y y
−

= −  (6)

 The Hamming window has nonzero values in a certain interval and zero values in other 
areas.  The crux of the Hamming window is sin(x), which varies from 0 to π.  To highlight the 
frequency component, any signal f(x) can be multiplied by the Hamming window to obtain 
a better frequency response.  Windowing is necessary in signal processing.  Our computer 
can only process signals of a certain length.  We need to reduce the original signal X(t) by the 
sampling time and then change it to XT(t), after which, we process it further.  This process is 
called windowing.(9)  
 MFCCs are widely used in speech recognition technology, which was proposed in the 1980s.  
In sound processing, the linear conversion of the logarithmic energy spectrum of the nonlinear 
mel scale of the sound frequency is performed.  The MFCCs are based on this conversion and 
generated from the cepstrum of each audio segment.  The difference between MFCCs and the 
normal cepstrum is that the frequency band of the linear interval of the MFCCs is lower than 
that of the normal cepstrum.  The frequency spectrum is closer to the human hearing range 
than the normal cepstrum because the human voice is nonlinear.  In this nonlinear state, audio 
is better represented in more fields.  Prior to the technology of MFCCs, speech recognition 
methods such as linear prediction coefficient (LPC) and linear prediction cepstral coefficient 
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(LPCC) methods were used; these methods were only effective for identifying the speaker in 
the case of linear signals.  Therefore, LPCs and LPCCs have lower performance characteristics 
than MFCCs.(10–12)

3. System Architecture

 In this study, the eigenvalues of the voice were used to identify and mark the speaker system.  
First, a microphone array was used to receive sound signals.  Then, the eigenvalues of the 
sound were extracted and stored.  After comparing the eigenvalues, the speakers were marked.  
Figure 2 shows the system architecture obtained using IDEF0.(13)  To accomplish speaker 
identification and marking, the extraction of eigenvalues is necessary.  After inputting 5 s of 
temporary data, pre-emphasis was performed and then frames were added to the window.  The 
signal was converted into the frequency domain through FFT, mel-frequency was calculated, 
and then the MFCCs were obtained.  These MFCCs have the same value as the eigenvalues.  We 
use IDEF0 (ICAM Definition Language)(13) to construct our system architecture, as depicted in 
Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Architecture of the proposed system.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Architecture for obtaining eigenvalues.
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 The steps for obtaining eigenvalues were as follows:
(1) Pre-emphasis:
 Pre-emphasis was performed during the inputting of 5 s of temporarily stored data first.  

The purpose of pre-emphasis was to strengthen the high-frequency part of the voice signal.  
In the voice signal, the energy at lower frequencies is higher than that at higher frequencies.  
Therefore, pre-emphasis was used to filter the low-frequency part of the data to make the 
high-frequency part more prominent.  The pre-emphasis function is expressed as

 -  [ ] [ ] [ 1],      0.9 1pre emphasisS n S n S nα α= − × − ≤ ≤ . (7)

(2) Frame processing:
 After pre-emphasis, frame processing was performed to aggregate N sampling points into 

an observation unit.  The coverage time set here was 0.025 s per frame and the sampling rate 
was 16000 Hz.  Therefore, there were 400 sample points per frame.

(3) Hamming window:
 An FFT was performed immediately after the frames were divided.  However, the signals 

in each frame were processed periodically during the conversion.  Therefore, the two ends 
of the frame were changed, and the converted signal spectrum was different from the 
original signal spectrum.  Windows were added to the two ends to ensure that they do not 
change.  The window-type function that we selected here is the Hamming window, which is 
expressed as 

 2[ ] 0.54 0.46cos nw n
M
π = −  

 
. (8)

(4) FFT:
 After windowing, we can safely perform FFT conversion.  To perform FFT conversion on 

each frame, the length of the input data must be 2k.  In the above frame, we take 400 sample 
points per frame in our system, and we directly pad to zero to the nearest sample.  Then, a 
512-point conversion was performed on each frame after windowing to obtain the spectrum 
of each frame.  The spectrum of the speech signal was squared.  Then, we obtained the 
power spectrum of the speech signal to complete the FFT conversion.

(5) Mel-frequency:
 First, the actual frequency was converted into the mel-frequency.  From Eq. (9), the 

minimum actual frequency was 0 Hz and the maximum frequency was 8000 Hz.  After mel-
frequency conversion, 40 filters were used.  The mel-frequency distribution was calculated 
using these 40 filters, and the mel-frequency was converted to the actual frequency using 
Eq. (10).  After calculating the actual frequency, the f array was calculated from the array of 
actual frequencies using Eq. (11).  Finally, the output of the filter was calculated using Eq. (12).
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(6) MFCC:
 The logarithm of the mel scale was obtained using the output of the triangular filter.  Thus, 

a result similar to the human ear of conversion was obtained, and DCT conversion was 
performed on the log energy mel spectrum.  Here, we took the first 13-dimensional output 
as 13 feature parameters.  After finding the first 13 dimensions of the output, we added the 
difference cepstrum parameter to obtain the change in the cepstrum parameter with respect 
to time, and then the MFCC was obtained as 

 ( ) ( )
1

0

    [ ] ln [ ] cos 2 1 .
2

L

i

nc n S i i
L

π−

=

 = + 
 

∑  (13)

4. Experimental Results

 The experimental environment of the program comprised a Raspberry Pi board and a four-
microphone (four-mic) array(14) for digital signal processors, as listed in Table 1.

Table 1
Hardware specifications.
Component Specification
Operating system Raspbian
Central processing unit ARM Cortex-A72
Random access memory 4GB(LPDDR4)
Microphone array Respeaker 4-Mic Array
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 The following is the algorithm used in this study:
Algorithm
public class MFCC{ 

public MFCC () { 
 declare a variable audio;
 declare a variable eigenvalue;
 declare marks of speakers; 

 while audio input { 
 
 do
  Pre-emphasis; // highlighting high frequencies;
  Frame;
  Hamming window;
  FFT; // transfer time domain to frequency domain
   // Mel-frequency;
  Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients; // calculate the  
   // eigenvalues;
 then
  return eigenvalues;

} 

 for(::){
  identify the eigenvalues to match who or new one
 } 

}
} 
 

 The microphone array was combined with a Raspberry Pi module, as depicted in Fig. 4.  
The hardware block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.  The microphone array recorded the sound in 
8-bit mono channels.  The sampling frequency was uniformly set at 8000 Hz.  The length of 
the recordings was set to 5 s and basic data were unified subsequently.  The basic data of each 
recording file were the same, but the value of conversion varied depending on the frequency of 
the sound in each recording file.  These analyzed sound values were stored and subsequently 

Fig. 4. (Color online) Experimental environment for Raspberry Pi and microphone array.
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sent to the Raspberry Pi module to calculate the eigenvalues of each sound.  These eigenvalues 
were compared and the speaker was marked.
 C++ was used to write the program for obtaining eigenvalues.  In this program, first, the 
Raspberry Pi is booted.  The four-mic array receives and records the sound in a WAV audio 
file.  These parsed data are processed with eigenvalues and then compared to mark the user.  
Eigenvalues were used to compare and mark the speaker because the characteristics of each 
person’s voice are unique.  The eigenvalues of each person’s speech are calculated and stored, 
which are then used when the speaker speaks again.  Thus, the speaker can be accurately 
marked.
 In this experiment, the sound data of six people were stored.  They were subsequently 
extracted and marked using eigenvalues.  We used each loop to run 100 times to determine 
which speaker was speaking.  In the results of this experiment, the speaker can be marked on 
the basis of the data in the recording file.
 To evaluate the effectiveness of the system, tests were conducted at different times.  In the 
second experiment, voice samples of the six people were recorded again.  The eigenvalues 
obtained from the six new recordings were compared with those extracted from the previous 
six voice recordings.  The voice sample was looped to run 100 times.  The eigenvalues of the 
six new segments of the speech were compared with those of the first six segments of the 
speech.  The eigenvalues extracted from the six new speech segments were compared with 
those extracted from the original six segments of the speech.  The speaker was not recognized 
every time.  The recognition accuracies for speakers 1–6 were 78, 76, 76, 75, 79, and 77%, 
respectively.  The results are presented in Table 2.

Fig. 5. (Color online) Hardware block diagram of experiment.
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 The recognition accuracies of the first and second experiments were marginally different.  
Therefore, we recorded the latest six segments of the speech and compared the eigenvalues 
extracted for these speech segments with the original eigenvalues.  We used the loop to run 
these new six segments of the speech 100 times and compared them with the original six 
segments of the speech.  The recognition accuracies for speakers 1–6 were 76, 77, 68, 77, 75, 
and 78%, respectively, as shown in Table 3.
 It was found that the eigenvalues of the second and third experiments were different from 
those of the first experiment.  This difference could be attributed to the following reasons:
(1) Environmental factors:
 In the recording, if noise from the environment is recorded by the microphones, then the 

calculated eigenvalues of this voice will be different from the original stored eigenvalues.  
However, noise may not always affect the eigenvalues.  The probability that noise can cause 
problems in identification can be calculated.

(2) Current state of the speaker:
 When recording, if the speaker is wearing a mask or is sick, then the voice of the speaker 

changes, which causes a difference in eigenvalue.  In the third experiment, speaker 3 was 
the only person who had a cold.  Because speaker 3 had a cold, the recognition accuracy for 
the third experiment was less than that for the second experiment.  These two experiments 
were conducted on different days.  The current state of the speaker considerably affects the 
accuracy (by approximately 5%).

 In this experiment, we also investigated the time required to mark the speakers.  The sound 
data of six people were run 100 times on a loop, and the time between each mark was calculated.  
After speaker 1 was marked, the time between marking speakers 1 and 2 was determined.  This 
time is an indicator of the effectiveness of the proposed system.  In the experimental results, 
the first mark was speaker 2, and then speakers were marked in the order of speakers 5, 3, 1, 
4, and 6 to measure the response time between two speakers.  The times from speakers 2 to 5, 
speakers 5 to 3, speakers 3 to 1, speakers 1 to 4, and speakers 4 to 6 are depicted in Figs. 6–10, 
respectively.  The results showed that the response time of each speaker differed in each figure.  
Because the frequency of each person’s voice is different, the sizes of the generated eigenvalues 
are also different.  Thus, when we compare and mark speakers, such a time gap is expected.

Table 2
Second time experimental results.
Speakers Marks Successes Success rate (%)
1 100 78 78
2 100 76 76
3 100 76 76
4 100 75 75
5 100 79 79
6 100 77 77

Table 3
Third time experimental results.
Speakers Marks Successes Success rate (%)
1 100 76 76
2 100 77 77
3 100 68 68
4 100 77 77
5 100 75 75
6 100 78 78
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Time from speakers 2 to 5. Fig. 7. (Color online) Time from speakers 5 to 3.

Fig. 8. (Color online) Time from speakers 3 to 1. Fig. 9. (Color online) Time from speakers 1 to 4.

Fig. 10. (Color online) Time from speakers 4 to 6.
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5. Conclusions

 Eigenvalues were used to distinguish and mark speakers.  The experimental results 
proved that the algorithm of voice recognition can be distinguished by different human 
voice characteristics and this algorithm of voice recognition is effective, but there may be 
noise received when speaking is detected.  The experimental results shown in Figs. 6–10 
demonstrated the calculated time required for this algorithm to mark a speaker.  In the future, 
the results of this study can be used to develop an automatic meeting recorder or a class note 
recorder.  The operation time of the system should be reduced and new functions should be 
incorporated to develop a fully automatic recorder.
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